Equipment

A variety of sports equipment is available for students, faculty and staff to check out at the Lee Hall and Swetman Gym front desks. In order to check equipment out, individuals must leave their SUNY Oswego ID with the front desk. The borrower will get the ID back when all rented equipment is returned. If the equipment is lost or broken while being rented, the borrower's ID will not be returned until the borrower reimburses Campus Recreation. Equipment should be returned when done being used.

Campus Recreation lends out:

- Basketballs
- Volleyballs
- Footballs (outdoor use only)
- Outdoor soccer balls (outdoor use only)
- Indoor soccer balls (indoor at Swetman Gym only)
- Racquetball racquets and balls
- Swimming pool aqua joggers
- Swimming inner tubes (for use at Lee Pool only)
- Scoreboards - flip style only
- Baseball and softball equipment
  - Gloves
  - Balls
  - Bats
- Kickballs
- Poker equipment
- Cones
- Pennies
- Jump ropes